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Challenges... … and benefits!



OA Myths



It works!!
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Selected monographs: usage stats



Two parts of Open Access



Free!



Why would you choose a dissemination model that confined 
your research and limits access behind significant financial 
barriers instead of having the potential for global influence? 



Share, 
reuse, 
build!









Licencing and copyright







Why is this important?

Because licencing and copyright is about ensuring authors and 
creators retain rights to their work. They can share it, and benefit from 
this sharing, while retaining ownership.

This is important for authors, those wanting to publish open access 
and others, and also when considering how you as an author use 
content someone else created.



3rd Party Rights and 

Permissions



The myth
“You can’t publish anything OA that needs to use 3rd party content. It’s just too 
difficult. No one will let you use their content in this type of publication. This rules 
out many Arts and Humanities subject areas that would publish monographs.” 



The myth
“You can’t publish anything OA that needs to use 3rd party content. It’s just too 
difficult. No one will let you use their content in this type of publication. This rules 
out many Arts and Humanities subject areas that would publish monographs.” 

This has not been our experience. OA publishing is not different than any other 
model when it comes to using 3rd party content. The OA licence only applies to 
the new content in the volume. You agree reuse conditions with the 3rd party 
rights holder, and use the content as agreed, with the required rights statement 
and credit line.



Hooray!



Not Hooray...



“But I found it on the web so I can use it”

“I’ve used it before - no one minded.”

“Why can’t I use it?- it’s my image!”

“I’ve never asked for permission to use things before.”

“I used it in my thesis…”

It does take author engagement...



Some are amazingly engaged and understand OA as an important publishing 
model. When linked to a not-for-profit approach, especially, they often waive or cut 
licencing/reuse fees.

There is inconsistency. Other [some large, institutional] rights holders show:

● Fear of/lack of engagement with digital publication
● Outdated requirements that make the content unusable online even when 

licenced
● Inability to move on from a print run model that requires number of copies
● Lack of consistency in their own reuse statements

Rights holders can make things harder...



None of these are OA issues



OA publications are by their very nature accessible. Higher risk if content used 
without correct permissions.

Authors may need support in expressing the nature of an OA publication to 
the rights holder, especially if e.g. having to work with traditional institutional 
assumptions, policy and process.  

OA presses may be asking authors to engage with this process in a way they 
haven’t before. Authors can find this frustrating, and can this can perpetuate 
the myth that 3rd party content is an issue for OA.

OA issues



It can be done!
Over 100 high quality, images - paintings, plans, 
letters etc.

Many different rights holders across different 
countries- including Historic Royal Palaces, The 
Hermitage, The British Library, Harewood House, as 
well as private individuals.

All agreed to allow the use of their content, under 
certain conditions - just like in any other publication. 



But what about quality…? 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/legalcode


Academic 
rigour is 

key...
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This is not an OA issue



Thank you


